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- - - - - G E N E R A L N E W S- - - - -

Hi All

We had a great day yesterday at the annual Grill fete in Germany.
This year it was on the very nice farm estate of a great fan, Bernd danke!!

And because Bernd-Michael Land's house had a lot of storm damage that
he had to take care off, I offered to play in stead and it was very cool!
Only 3 days of preparation was tight but I think i pulled it off!
Many seemed to enjoy the set i put together.

And we saw a very cool concert by Ansgar Stock.
Who released his first CD there together with Groove!!
GR-276 - Ansgar - Episode I / A NEW GENERATION
http://www.groove.nl/cd/g/gr-276.html

Great music by a 10 year old Musician, it was really good!!
There is a nice Youtube film!! Check it out.
https://youtu.be/Q-2AlYRhj_Q

Also cool was a concert by Frank Tischer who had some great visuals with him!!
And as last concert of the day it was Stefan Erbe.
Loved what he played and with the over 60 people the food was good and the talks
even better.

And as for young musicians, some asked what Jeffrey is doing now adays
As Synthex he was quit the young guy making Electronic music.
Well he is still making music check out this cool video of him in Las Vegas!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTXLt_ngTeI&amp;feature=youtu.be&amp;fbclid=IwAR3
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Boys become man!!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------And now a big plug for our German sister festival!!
Electronic Circus Festival 2019
28.09.2019 at the Stadthalle in Detmold, Germany

Artists:
The main act is the new duo, Quaeschning meets Frick they will be headlining the
Electronic Circus Festival 2019 – 28.09.2019 at the Stadthalle in Detmold, Germany!

Other artists:
Schwarz - project of Roland Meyer de Voltaires
Ströme, a unique Electroliveact of 2 musicians: Mario Schönhofer und Tobias Weber.
Martin Stürtzer - Ambient, Dub Techno and minimalistic Elektronic-Sequenzes.
RSFP (Rui Santana & Filipe Pilar) from Almodovar and Lagos in Portugal

All Ticket and sales informations are here!!
http://www.electronic-circus.net/circus-tickets/

We will have our annual stall there so please visit us during the awesome festival!!
---------------------------------------------------------------

And Tangerine Dream - IN SEARCH OF HADES (16 CD + 2 BLU RAY SET)
is back in stock!! (just a few came in again! don't wait to long if you want one)
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

---------------------------------------------------------------
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Last week of the GROOVE SPECIAL SUMMER PRICE !!

During the month of July and August we have a special price on a lot of Groove titles .
Many titles (over 150!!) are already only 10.00 Euro Per CD
But now we have a special 20% discount on these titles.!!
It is for titles until GR-215
We will deduct this from your order!
A great chance to get some great EM CDS! for the price less then many CDRs!!
Many classics in the list for a bargain price!
More info here on this E-News page!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/latest-news/e-news-1150

Offer Overstock CD's
And we still have many of the overstock CDs for you on sale.
You can find the list here!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/latest-news/e-news-1146

NEW DOWNLOADS!!
And we have extended this offer for one more week!!
The response was BIG to say the least!

All new releases of Groove, GR-269 to GR-275 are on the Groove download site.
https://shop.groove.nl/

Use the Coupon code NEW
and you get a 20% discount on your purchase!!
(it is actually for all download MP3,s and FLAC's)
please do NOT use it for tickets!!
----------------------------------------------------

NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Further in this newsletter are more details.
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Anastheus - Distant World Vol 1 (cdr)
Anastheus - Distant World Vol 2 (cdr)
Ansgar Stock - Episode I - A NEW GENERATION (cd)
Maria Warner - Deserts (cdr)
Ken Martin - Alien Atmospheres (cdr)
Ken Martin - Cosmic Enigma Vol. 1 (cdr)
Ken Martin - Cosmic Enigma Vol. 2 (cdr)
Ken Martin - Lost Companion (cdr)
Ken Martin - Origins (cdr)
Ken Martin - Winterscapes Vol. 2 (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Encore Live Vol 1 (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Encore Live Vol 2 (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Prophecy (cdr)
The Fourth Dimension Project - Cosmic Waves (cdr)

DECREASED PRICES
These products are decreased in price. Further in this newsletter are more details.
Jean Michel Jarre - Planet Jarre (2CD - Deluxe Edition Digipack) (2-cd) $18.75 , £13.25 ,
€14.90
Klaus Schulze - Silhouettes (digipak) (cd) $17.49 , £12.25 , €13.90
Tangerine Dream - Hyperborea 2008 (Purple Pyramid) (cd) $17.49 , £12.25 , €13.90

Thanks for your time.

Ron Boots
---------------------------------------------------Concerts and Festivals

We have updated the E-Live web site with all artists if the festival.
http://www.e-live.nl/
" E-Live 2019 "
Check out the Artist pages if you want to know all the info:
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Ian Boddy
http://www.e-live.nl/artists/ian-boddy
Rob Papen
http://www.e-live.nl/artists/rob-papen
Broekhuis, Keller en Schönwälder
http://www.e-live.nl/artists/bks
C-Jay
http://www.e-live.nl/artists/c-jay
Ansgar
http://www.e-live.nl/artists/ansgarstock

And we have made a new Facebook page for E-Live in general and a new event page!!
Have a look and like us!

E-Live page.
https://www.facebook.com/eliveandday/?eid=ARC5nrweLSg_C96CUDNdw5BX-CCMujAwgp
hEITK-EYtCRcaL5ITs1kEyw0siCmHnmEUbjPHpCmxInHsh
E-live 2019 - Event page
https://www.facebook.com/events/742809469502328/

We hope to see many on the 26th of October!

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 509 is on-line.
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here.
http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

======= Reviews ======
24974 Brainwork - Back to the roots 2

Uwe Saher likes to stir up the ashes of the past, if only to see how
his vision is today compared to yesterday. We have only to think of
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Back to Future II in 2017, which was comparable to that of 2003. The
report was uneven due to the very great evolution of EM equipment and
the contemporary tone which is much more incisive today than 'at the
time. And it was especially evident in a dance music approach that has
become EDM nowadays. Released in 1993, Back To The Roots was an album
inspired by Robert Schroeder's electronic rhythm patterns. This is at
least according to the samples I heard at the time (I do not have this
album unfortunately). BACK TO THE ROOTS II obviously has a more
contemporary sound with a clear precision between recorded and mixed
tracks. The result is a relentless album, of an incredible rhythmic
violence with stunning structures of percussive elements which get add
to some motorik sequences and percussions well in the to n e where the
synth solos are as kings as the diversity of the rhythmic elements.
And the adventure begins sharply! With sudden winds and without
preambles which whistle with acidity in the tones. A celestial patch
of fog recalls that Klaus Schulze, like in Body Love, is not really
far in the memories of Brainwork. The sequencer emerges from the banks
of fog to forge a jerky rhythm by the vitality of the keys which run
at brisk pace in a long linear corridor. A tasty bass line, ubiquitous
and with good reason throughout BACK TO THE ROOTS II, gives more
vitality to "... there be Sound". The synth solos caress this rhythm
with aerial acrobatics that graze the dynamism of the sequencer. An
orgy of solos flies and dances all over while the rhythm blows subtle
nuances in its elegance Berliner style. Heavy, lively and fluid, this
contagious rhythm throws percussive elements and harmonic sequences
which constantly give gas to the synth and to its innumerable solos.
It stumbles on a nest of sequences and percussive elements around the
8 minutes, forcing us to screw our headphones well enough over our
ears. A big voice pushes Let there be sound and adds words that fit in
place of the 3 points of suspension of "... there be Sound", while the
solos become even more furious. This is some huge New Berlin School
which drops a little ballast to its final. "Rollover" is an aggressive
rock which delicately changes of skin, while retaining its first one
firmly with some speed changes in its rhythm. A catchy rhythm with
striking percussions, a bass line that is as much with its vision of
going up and going down and a pack of spasmodic sequences which hits
another nest, around the 7th minute, causing thus an intense jostling
of jumping keys that are struggling like lifeless marbles on a
conveyor belt. This structure ends up by embracing a homogeneous and
harmonic phase while serving the cause to the innumerable solos of a
synth which flirts with some Tangerine Dream perfumes, e specially at
the level of riffs and fog pads, and which gives a lot of depth to the
14 minutes of "Rollover".
"Silver Rain" is the cornerstone of BACK TO THE ROOTS II. Shot of
thunder and fascinating aesthetic singing furnish an intro that needs
a veil of fog to advance on the long path of its 23 minutes. A
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movement of the sequencer pushes its keys which also hesitate under a
plethora of sibilant lines that come and go with menacing airs. A line
of bass sequences adds a little more weight, while the rhythm
structure is already planned and now jumps more vigorously. Brainwork
pushes his synths to the maximum in order that they create a lot of
effects, both here and in the other 3 titles of latest opus. The
rhythm gallops slowly, we are able to roll of the neck while our ears
enjoy this avalanche of jets of a synth as enigmatic as seductive.
Slowly, "Silver Rain" swallows its minutes with scents of Klaus
Schulze. It's at the door of the 6 minutes that the spirit wins the
rhythm th at makes us now stamp our feet. The placid percussions
restructure the ambient movement into a solid linear rock where these
winds and synth lines are still colored with the motley colors of
nebulosity. Solos get grafted. Floating and dancing on this rhythm,
they preconize a melodious approach which clings to our ear lobes.
Minimalist and lively, the robotic rhythm strikes a first reef of
charms a little after the point of 10 minutes with a seductive, and
the word is weak, pattern of percussive effects which dance the
clappers with hooves of wood. Gurgling sequences with an elastic
effect hang onto to this rhythmic structure that flirts with a vision
of organic psybient. The rhythm bustling of its multilayers of
percussive sequences, "Silver Rain" falls into a chasm full of
chthonic voices and of dark layers. Orchestrations get in and the slow
staccatos serve as a spring to this structure of frenzied rhythm that
takes back its rights a few minutes later in an attack of our eardrums
that even the synth can not appease. A superb title all in rhythm! Are
we entitled to a quieter title to finish? Not at all! "Raw Data"
perfectly mixes the New Berlin School genre from BACK TO THE ROOTS II
to a more dance style, less techno, than the music of Brainwork's
alter-ego, Element 4. The sequences and the hands' slamming are
structuring a spasmodic pattern which stretches its convulsions under
a misty sky and more electronic effects at the very end.
BACK TO THE ROOTS II is a monument of the Berliner rhythms which
gathers the good elements of the genre, I think of Robert Schroeder
and especially of Keller & Schönwälder, in a superb album that makes
our eardrums work so much the rhythms are heavy but also very
creative. Fans of synth solos will be delighted by the audacity of
Brainwork who illuminates the electronic sky of sonic acrobatics very
well choreographed. A huge album my friends!
Sylvain Lupari (March 30th, 2019)

--------------------------------------Additions and changes from August 1 2019 till August 25 2019
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Anastheus - DISTANT WORLD VOL 1 (cdr) 62043
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=62043

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Anastheus - DISTANT WORLD VOL 2 (cdr) 33882
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=33882

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Ansgar Stock - EPISODE I - A NEW GENERATION (cd) gr-276
2019. My name is Ansgar Stock, I´m a 10 years old boy from Germany.
That was theintroduction of this great new EM talant! And here is his first CD !!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-276

*track listing and cover added *
Fourth Dimension Project - COSMIC WAVES (cdr) 67724
2019. Berlin School from the 80's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67724

*(back) in stock *
Frahm, Nils - SPACES (cd) 59664
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=59664

*track listing and cover added *
Haslinger, Paul - HALT AND CATCH FIRE (cd) 46902
2017. Soundtrack.
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
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Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=46902

*(back) in stock *
Kellerkind Berlin - COLORFUL THOUGHTS (cd) 76839
2017. Strong modern sounding EM!!.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=76839

*(back) in stock *
Kellerkind Berlin - SONGS FOR TRAVELLING (cd) 62551
2019. Very cool melodic Berlin School.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=62551

*(back) in stock *
Kellerkind Berlin - SPINNING AROUND BITS AND BYTES (cdr) 84354
2018. Strong modern sounding EM!!.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=84354

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Maria Warner - DESERTS (cdr) 59600
2018. Back in time to the 70's Froese and TD Time.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=59600

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - ALIEN ATMOSPHERES (cdr) 78087
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=78087

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - COSMIC ENIGMA VOL. 1 (cdr) 22984
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2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22984

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - COSMIC ENIGMA VOL. 2 (cdr) 47314
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=47314

*track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - CRUSADE (cdr) 13882
2019. Early Schulze inspired music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=13882

*track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - DARK SKIES, WHITE LIGHT (cdr) 31705
2019. Early Schulze inspired music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=31705

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - LOST COMPANION (cdr) 26902
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26902

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - ORIGINS (cdr) 77079
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=77079
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - WINTERSCAPES VOL. 2 (cdr) 29155
2019. Space Seq music.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29155

*track listing and cover added *
Moonbooter - EVIL 18-2DE (cd) 65800
2019. This album is a live-recording from the concert „Schwingungen
Scheuenparty on July 7th 2018 in Ahlen, Germany..
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65800

*track listing and cover added *
Projekt Gamma - DIE GEFäHRTEN (cdr) 21169
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=21169

*track listing and cover added *
Projekt Gamma - FERNE REISEN (cdr) 65910
2019. One long ambient like piece with some sequences.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65910

*track listing and cover added *
Projekt Gamma - FUTURE (cdr) 80071
2019. With Erich Schauder.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80071

*(back) in stock *
Quaeschning, Thorsten - MUNICH SESSION (cd) 55854
2019. Recorded live at Nazareth Church, Ambient Waves Festival,
May 24th 2019 in Munich..
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=55854
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - ENCORE LIVE VOL 1 (cdr) 81811
2019. Berlin School at its best.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=81811

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - ENCORE LIVE VOL 2 (cdr) 15809
2019. Berlin School at its best.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=15809

*track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LEVITATION VOL. 2 (cdr) 42043
2019. Berlin School at its best.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42043

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - PROPHECY (cdr) 81955
2019. Berlin School at its best.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=81955

*track listing and cover added *
Stearns, Michael - ANCIENT LEAVES (cd) 44573
2019. Long, drifting music to float away.
Release date: 23-8-2019
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.95
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=44573

*track listing and cover added *
Synergy - SEQUENCER (cd) 86696
2015. Second release.
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$ 19.49 / UKP 13.75 / EURO 15.49
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86696

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - IN SEARCH OF HADES (16 CD + 2 BLU RAY SET) (17-cd) 37101
2019. .. VIIRGIN RECORDINGS: 1973-1979.
$ 193 / UKP 135 / EURO 155
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37101

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - OFFICIAL BOOTLEG SERIES 3 (4-cd) 87689
2019. .. BOOTLEG SERIES VOLUME THREE/ CLAMSHELL
The Ford Auditorium March 1977 The Regent Theatre Sydney 1982.
$ 59.49 / UKP 41.75 / EURO 47.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=87689

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
The Fourth Dimension Project - COSMIC WAVES (cdr) 21902
2017. TD Style of the 80's film music!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=21902

*track listing and cover added *
V/A - INDEX06 (cd) 39155
2019. iNDEX 06 is the Sixth DiN compilation album..
$ 10.75 / UKP 7.49 / EURO 8.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=39155

--------------------------------------SHIPPING:
Due to the fact that we use a special shipping service that provides
the shipping of parcels etc we don't have to adjust the shipping prices
at this moment. One of the reasons is that because of you our costumers
we can keep these prices so low. With over 1500 parcels shipped last year
we can stay in the lowest shipping prices!
I am glad we are one of the few suppliers of EM that did not have to raise
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their shipping prices. So for the 4rth year in a row they stay the same!!

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
__,_._,___
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